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Milestone
We started with a few but now we are many, 

not only in numbers 
but also in talents & creativity. 

Congratulations dears for 
all your efforts & accomplishments!

It’s not a just a Firm's Anniversary, it’s an
anniversary of a 

family that only grew strong defying the odds. 

Happy 35th Anniversary! 



Preface 
I am glad to introduce the first issue of SME BizPro, our quarterly

magazine covering the latest updates on Taxation, Accounting
and Regulatory matters affecting SME’s business in short term as
well as longer term. Covid -19 has posed huge challenge for SME’s

to retain staff and continue in the growth trajectory, which they
have been witnessing till now, the true test of the business potential

and entrepreneurial grit.

 I am sure we all will emerge stronger and be better equipped to
run our business profitably, building enough reserves to manage

such calamities. Being a traditional CA firm, incidentally, 
completing 35 years of my practice, it was  difficult to ride the

wave. 

Our team of young enthusiastic CA’s, Graduates, and Interns, are
doing a fabulous job. We transformed in this difficult time by

introducing various reforms by building an Organization Culture
enhancing better work life balance and creating an exclusive

Technology webpage within our website – www.bcshettyco.com
to cater requirements of IT Industry specifically, do check it out

and share your thoughts.

Once again Thanking all our SME clients 
for trusting and supporting us.

- From CA. B C Shetty, Founder Partner

http://www.bcshettyco.com/


At B C Shetty & Co, we are glad that most of our clients are SME’s
and we love working with small businesses having great ideas. This

has been challenging time for us during the pandemic, restricting us to
meet our clients as often as we liked to. Hope SME BizPro will bring

us closer. 

During the last 6-7 months, our entire team adapted rapidly to the
latest technology in delivering service to all our clients. We invested

on MS office 365, which enabled all our team members to be engaged,
trained, and collaborate to their best potential. 

MS Teams played a key role; we have our entire office on the cloud,
and this shift has been monumental. We switched into Video

conferencing method to meet and greet our client for a better engaging
impact. We developed comprehensive Newsletter for all the latest

updates, and we enhanced a model of team building activities with a
fun factor to keep our energy high.

Our next initiative is to have scheduled recurring monthly and
quarterly meetings with our Clients by ensuring proactive resolutions
for all your tax issues, eventually helping you earn better profits, raise

finances, and achieve better valuations.

I hope you like our SME BizPro first edition. 
- From CA, Ankith Shetty, Partner
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Vision 
To develop into
specialized and
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In this Article, we focus about various challenges in
Accounts Payable faced by enterprises in
Contracting, Real Estate and Technology Sector.

Contracting Companies like Interiors and Civils,
Technology Companies i.e. Software and ITES
Service providers and Real Estate Companies like
Builders and Co- working Spaces, face peculiar
challenge in managing their payments to vendors
and this strains their Cashflow and also might result
in leakage. 

If this issue is not addressed early companies can see
profit being eroded. 
Let’s discuss some of the problems (not exhaustive)
faced by the industries here:

TOP 12 CHALLENGES
IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE (AP) & SOLUTIONS

Prepared by -  CA Ankit Shetty    
Partner - Startup and SEZ Specialist 



3. Suspense Credit card Transactions 

Some Organizations provide credit cards to employees to facilitate certain immediate
procurements, non-submission of documentation which leads to serious audit queries.In some

instances, personal expenses might be claimed on the credit card leading to monetary loss. 

1. Excessive Advances to Suppliers

Certain Suppliers do not provide materials without
remitting advance, this is ubiquitous among most of
the contactors. Challenges faced are raw materials
are delivered only after the advances are remitted
and after the advances are remitted, suppliers fail to
submit their bills leading to receivable or excessive
advances paid to suppliers. 

Such practices create multiple issues like leakages or
double payments to the same supplier, even
resulting in non-compliance’s under Income Tax Act.

2. Excessive Advance to Employees

Similarly, as suppliers, you might also
provide additional amounts to
employees to take care of petty
expenses like lunch expenses /marketing
/conveyance /event expenses for which
the employees fail to submit bills. 

Hence leading to excessive advances
provided to employees which cannot be
reconciled in the Books of Business.

ISSUES IN DOCUMENTATION:

ISSUES DURING PROCESS DELIVERY 

4. Non-Recovery of Salary Advances

Employee Loans need to be recovered at
regular intervals however due to lack of
controls and inadequate process the loans
might not be recovered from the salary
regularly hitting the cashflow of the company.

5. Unauthorized Expenses 

Unlawful expenses occur usually in
contracting companies resulting in misuse
of assets and leakages. This happens due to
absence of authentic approval mechanism
from appropriate authorities with adequate
documentations for audit. 



7. Delay in Payments

Delayed payments towards suppliers due to
absence of accurate documents, will not only
spoil the relationship with the suppliers but also
might inflate price of supply of goods affecting
the company’s buying power and margins.

8. Underutilization of Credit period

Many IT companies have a sufficient cash flow. So, they promptly pay their suppliers
without effectively utilizing the credit period. Failing to invest leads to opportunity cost of

not utilizing excess cash into productive investment. 

ISSUES FACED ON STATUTORY 

9. Unclaimed GST Input

If the finance department misses out in claiming
eligible GST input tax credits in a timely manner, 
the company will be paying excess GST to the
Government affecting cash flow impacting the
expansion strategies.

10. Unreconciled Supplier balances

Not obtaining regular balance confirmation from
the suppliers and not reconciling balances with
books of accounts casts doubt on the accuracy of
books of accounts.

5. Unbudgeted Expenses

Timely budgeting process is the golden rules of
accounting, however having budgets but not
monitoring holds a major concern. Certain
payments are processed arbitrarily, and they
are not mapped according to the categories of
expenses as per the budget. Resulting in
exceeding the budgeted expenses thereby
affecting profits.

11. Non-Withholding of Taxes

TDS Or Withholding of taxes under the income
tax is another crucial compliance, if it is not
complied, then such discrepancy might get
disallowed by the income tax causing increase in
the tax liability for the company

12. Unreconciled GST

As per the latest Notification, you can claim only
110% of the GST appearing in your GSTR 2B portal,
hence it is not only adequate to claim the GST but
also ensure that the suppliers have remitted the GST
to the government and have passed on the credit to
you through the GST portal, any mismatch/
excessive claim of GST can lead to serious litigation.



10 SUGGESTION TO OVERCOME CHALLENGES IN ACCOUNTS PAYABLE:

1. Internal Audits

Internal Audits by independent body enables you to identify process gaps, operational lapses and indicate
probable fiscal impact of inconsistencies in Accounts Payable division to make quick changes and help the
organization keep track on the growth.

2. 3- Way Matching 

3-way matching means matching every invoice with the purchase order and the goods receipt note, which
will give complete control over the transaction and ensure that there is no unauthorized transactions or
discrepancy in the pricing or quantity and ensures compliance under Income Tax Act

3. Follow up Team

A dedicated Team for Accounts Payable that performs regular follow-ups to ensure that invoices, required
documents and explanations are obtained, to track complete records for efficient organizational functions.

4. Approval Matrix

Having a written procurement process indicating an approval matrix which gives all details of limits for each
authority and delegation of powers will ensure that all the expenditures are as per the process and the
approval matrix which will ensure that there is no leakage of cash flow.

5. Limits for Advances

Having limits for advances given to employees and suppliers ensuring that there is a policy and process which
restricts the AP division from releasing further advances, will make the employees and suppliers accountable,
introducing reasonable penalty provisions as well ensure that there is quick response from all the
stakeholders.



6. Payroll Software

Payroll software will automate the salary processing and recovery of advances and ensure to not miss any
deadlines for payment to employees. Streamlined Payroll process will relieve HR and Finance personnel from
hassles of manual payroll.

7. Budgets

Creating budgets for each segments of business by fixing expenses percentage for variable pays will ensure
that the company does not spend more than required thereby helps keep costs at minimum.

8. Outsourcing Accounts Payable

Outsourcing AP process will benefit the organization in following ways
• Independence in processing payments – Cuts down graft in procurement process
• Improves Accountability – payment to outsource partner will depend on quality of work
• Maintains Consistency – Since it will be system driven
• Relieves Resources – Internal Finance function can concentrate on money management rather than
documentation

9. Regular GST Reconciliation

Implementing a reconciliation process for GST like installing Octa GST or any other tool and following up with
the vendor will ensure that there is no lapse of GST remittance by the suppliers and this will save crucial cash
flow for the company every month and improve efficiency.

10.  Regular Balance Confirmation

Regular balance confirmation from the supplier will help the company to ensure that there is no double
payment for the supplier and maintaining accuracy of books of accounts improving credibility of business.

With implementation of AP division, Finance function can work with suppliers on better credit period, and
by using the credit period the company can delay payments and improve Cash flow, which it can use for

investment purpose and can earn better returns. The finance department can have a separate Treasury to
realize better return on its cash surplus.

Tips: Introducing Treasury
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DUE DATES CALENDAR
2020 Prepared by -  Satish Kumar Sarab 

Articled Assistant 

05th Nov  Monthly performance report under
STPI for October 2020 - Form MPR 

Disclaimer:

 Information contained herein is for informational purposes only
and should not be used in deciding any particular case. The
entire contents of this document have been prepared on the basis
of relevant provisions and as per the information existing at the
time of the preparation. Though utmost efforts have been made to
provide authentic information, it is suggested that to have better
understanding and obtaining professional advice after thorough
examination of particular situation.

7th  Nov  Payment of TDS collected/deducted for
the month of October 2020 - Form TDS Payment 

10th Nov  Filing of monthly return SERF for
October 2020 - Form SERF 

11th Nov  Filing of GSTR-1 for the month of
October 2020- Form GSTR-1 

15th Nov  ESI & PF payment and filing for the
month of October 2020 - Form ESI & PF Return 

15th Nov 
 Issue of quarterly TDS certificate for the quarter
ending 30th September 2020 as per original due
date. As per Extended due date it is 15-04-2021
 - Form TDS Certificate 

20th Nov  Filing of form GSTR-3B for the month
of October 2020 for taxpayers having turnover
more than 5 Crores - Form GSTR-3B 

 22nd Nov Filing of form GSTR-3B for the
month of October 2020 for taxpayers having
turnover more up to 5 Crores - Form GSTR-3B

20th Nov  Monthly PT Filing for the month
October 2020- Form PT Return 

20th Nov  Monthly return under SEZ for October
2020 - Form SEZ Return 

30th Nov  Softex filing the month of October
2020 - Form Softex 

30th Nov  Due date for filing of income tax
return for the FY 2018-19(AY 2019-20) for all
assessee 
- Form ITR 



DUE DATES CALENDAR
2020 Prepared by -  Satish Kumar Sarab 

Articled Assistant 
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                     01       02        03        04      05     
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20       21       22       23        24        25      26

27       28       29       30        31       

05th Dec Monthly performance report under STPI
for November 2020  - Form MPR 

7th Dec Payment of TDS collected/deducted for the
month of November 2020 - Form TDS Payment 

10th Dec Filing of monthly return SERF for
November 2020 - Form SERF 

11th Dec Filing of GSTR-1 for the month of
November 2020 - Form GSTR-1 

15th Dec ESI & PF payment and filing for the
month of November 2020 - Form ESI & PF

Return 

15th Dec Third instalment of advance tax for the
assessment year 2021-22 -  Form Payment of
Advance Tax 

20th Dec Filing of form GSTR-3B for the month
of November 2020 for the taxpayers having
turnover more than 5 Crores  - Form GSTR-3B 

20th Dec  Monthly PT Filing for the month
November 2020 -  Form PT Return 

20th Dec Monthly return under SEZ for November
2020 - Form SEZ Return 

22nd Dec*/ 24th  Dec** 
Filing of form GSTR-3B for the month of November
2020 for the taxpayers having turnover upto 5 Crores

30th Dec  Softex filing the month of November
2020 - Form Softex

31st Dec GSTR Annual Return and Audit 
 Filling for the FY 2018-19 - Form GSTR 9/9C 

31st Dec  Furnishing of Income Tax Audit
Report for all taxpayers  3CA/3CB/3CD

31st Dec  ITR Filling for the FY 2019-20 for
taxpayers who are not required to get their
books of accounts audited  ITR 1 to 7 

* Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, Maharashtra,
Karnataka, Goa, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Telangana or Andhra
Pradesh or the Union territories of Daman and Diu and Dadra
and Nagar Haveli, Puducherry, Andaman and Nicobar Islands
and Lakshadweep.  

** Himachal Pradesh, Punjab, Uttarakhand, Haryana, Rajasthan,
Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Sikkim, Arunachal Pradesh, Nagaland,
Manipur, Mizoram, Tripura, Meghalaya, Assam, West Bengal,
Jharkhand or Odisha or the Union territories of Jammu and
Kashmir, Ladakh, Chandigarh and Delhi.



Prepared by - Mahalakshmi    
Articled Assistant 
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A mutual fund is a

type of financial vehicle made

up of a pool of money

collected from many

investors to invest in

securities like stocks, bonds,

money market instruments,

and other assets. Mutual

funds are operated by

professional money managers,

who allocate the fund's assets 

and attempt to produce

capital gains or income for the   

fund's investors. A mutual

fund's portfolio is structured

and maintained to match the

investment objectives stated

in its prospectus.

The Finance Bill, 2020 proposed to remove Dividend Distribution Tax (DDT) at the

level of Company/Mutual Fund and proposed to tax the same in the hands of

share/unit holder. It was also proposed to levy TDS at the rate of 10% on

the dividend/ income paid by the Company/Mutual Fund to its share/unit

holder if the amount of such dividend/ income exceeds five thousand rupees

in a financial year. Mutual Fund shall be required to deduct TDS@10% only on

dividend payment and no tax shall be required to be deducted by the Mutual Fund on

income which is in the nature of capital gains.

· WHAT IS
MUTUAL FUND?

SUMMARY 

D I R E C T  T A X  

Dividend Capital Gain

INCOME FROM MUTUAL FUNDS 

Prepared by -  Sruthi P 
Articled Assistant



As per Section 6 of the Income

Tax Act, 1961

'Period of Stay' of an individual

is used to determine the

residential status

of Individual taxpayers.

Ordinarily, any individual who

stays for a period of

182/60 days  (Subject to Other

conditions) or more in a

previous year.

(FY 2019-20) is a resident in

India. Once he becomes a

resident his global income

is taxable in India.

Considering the Covid-19 crisis, "to avoid

genuine hardship to individuals," and similar representations seeking

relaxations on the residential status CBDT invoked powers under Section 119 of

the Income Tax Act,1961 and issued a circular no.11, dated May 8, 2020,

and granted the following relaxations: 

To determine the residential status of an individual who has come to India on a visit

before 22nd March 2020 and:

Due to Covid-19 Pandemic, most of the countries

including India have restricted international travel due to which people may

have to undertake compulsory stay in India. Consequently, there is a high possibility

that the individual may cross the threshold of 182 / 60 days for the

FY 2019-20 thus, qualify as an Indian tax resident and liable to pay tax on his

global income. However, there are several rich Indians who shuffle between

countries to avoid staying in India beyond stipulated time as a part of their

tax planning. Restricted/Suspended international travel due to Covid-19 can

shatter their tax planning and liable to pay tax on their global income.

WHAT IS
SECTION 6?

INDUSTRY >

D I R E C T  T A X  

RELAXATION ON RESIDENTIAL STATUS UNDER INCOME TAXRELAXATION ON RESIDENTIAL STATUS UNDER INCOME TAXRELAXATION ON RESIDENTIAL STATUS UNDER INCOME TAX
ACT, 1961ACT, 1961ACT, 1961

RELAXATION ON RESIDENTIAL STATUS UNDER INCOME TAXRELAXATION ON RESIDENTIAL STATUS UNDER INCOME TAXRELAXATION ON RESIDENTIAL STATUS UNDER INCOME TAX
ACT, 1961ACT, 1961ACT, 1961



42ND GST COUNCIL

Compensation Cess
issue and other matters
with regard to 
Ease of Return Filing & 
GST Rate Reduction.
HIGHLIGHTS

Effective 1st January 2021, small taxpayers
with turnover less than Rs 5 crore, can file
quarterly GSTR-3B and GSTR-1. The due
date of furnishing quarterly GSTR-1 will be
the 13th of the month succeeding the
quarter; this is effective from 01.1.2021.
However, taxpayers can upload invoices
every month. 
Hence, the number of returns have been
reduced to 8 from 24.

Quarterly taxpayer would, for the first two
months of the quarter, have an option to pay
35% of the net cash tax liability of the
previous quarter, using an auto-generated
challan.

A roadmap has been prepared for the auto-
generation of GSTR-3B, where the ITC will
be auto-populated from the supplier’s GSTR-
1, and the tax liability will be auto-populated
from the business’ GSTR-1. To achieve this,
the GSTR-1 should be filed mandatorily
before filing GSTR-3B w.e.f.01.04.2021.
Hence, the number of returns have been
reduced to 8 from 24.

All taxpayers will continue to pay GST dues
monthly through a simple challan. 
A nil CMP-08 will be allowed to be filed
through an SMS.

Effective 1st April 2021 – Taxpayers with
turnover exceeding Rs 5 crore, HSN code up
to 6 digits must be mentioned. For turnover
less than Rs 5 crore, HSN code up to 4 digits
need to be mentioned for B2B supplies for
both goods and services. For notified classes
of goods and services, 8 digits will need to be
mentioned.

Refunds to be given into bank accounts
where PAN and Aadhaar linking is done.
Aadhaar authentication facility (with OTP) is
now allowed for refund applications. This
discourages taxpayers from misusing the
system.

GST exemption provided to satellite launch
services by ISRO, Antrix Corporation and
New Space India Limite (NSIL) to encourage
the space launching services in India.

Non-alcohol based sanitisers will continue to
be taxed at an 18% GST rate.

The compensation cess collected till now
accounts to Rs.20,000 crore, and the same
will be disbursed to the states by 05.10.2020

Amount of Rs.25,000 crore towards IGST of
2017-18 will also be disbursed to specific
states by next week.

Prepared by -  CA Somshekara R   
Partner - GST Expert



I N T E R N A L  A U D I T  

Prepared by -  Sushma Mohandas    
Articled Assistant 







HOW TO
IMPROVE
EMPLOYEE
MOTIVATION &
COMMITMENT?

E M O T I O N A L  I N T E L L I G E N C E

G U I D A N C E  

One of the greatest challenges that
managers face today is ensuring that their
employees stay motivated and involved in
their work. 

Studies demonstrate this clearly: a happy &
engaged employee is more productive, more
creative, has fewer absences, is more loyal to
their company. In addition, in the long term,
employee motivation and well-being
strongly influence organizational health,
customer-satisfaction & loyalty as well as
financial success.

P r e p a r e d  b y :   M a n o j  D e v d a
D i r e c t o r  o f  C e n t r a l   T e s t
( E m p o w e r i n g  T a l e n t )



Provide a pleasant Working
Environment
Striving for continuous improvement in employee 
well-being. Ensuring a number of benefits. However,
professional well-being stems above all else from the
ability to complete one’s work in pleasant working
conditions.
 
To start off, provide your employees with a well-
maintained, light, and pleasant workspace. Ensure that all
employees have their own clean and comfortable space, if
possible even, customized workspace. Also consider
offering flexible working hours to your employees. 
When it is compatible with your work activities, don’t be
afraid of suggesting remote working, which will give your
teams more responsibility and independence, and
therefore will increase their general levels of motivation,
elevating work related stress.

Promote Personal Development

 
Employees who feel competent in their work
are more likely to be proactive and creative. 

As a manager, it is therefore both possible to
step in and develop your employee’s technical
skills, but also their more personal skills 
(the much talked about “soft skills”)

Pay close attention to your employees’ needs
in terms of their personal development. Be
warned, however, that these needs are rarely
expressed explicitly.

They manifest themselves above all in your
employees’ levels of tension, fatigue, or
stress. If you notice that one or several of
your employees are in need of support, do
offer them development opportunities.

Value Individual as well as
collective Achievements
Motivation and engagement are also a matter of
recognition. As managers, you must do everything in
your power to make your employees feel as valued as
possible, both as individuals and as work teams.
 
Recognition can take several forms. First of all, we
can give traditional thanks and congratulations. Do
not forget to publicly showcase all victories, whether
big or small. Bring in a written line of communication
dedicated to acknowledgements between colleagues.
Checking in with your employees and taking an
interest in their lives beyond the workplace also
contributes to the creation of a real sense of
belonging and commitment.
 

Improve Manager- Employee
Relations
If the atmosphere within teams needs to be
tended to, the same goes for the relationship
between manager and employee. 

In 2013, la Dares revealed that “hostile relations
with one’s boss are the main cause of employee
departures.

To ensure the long-term commitment of your
teams, direct managers must therefore strive to
foster healthy relations with their employees. To
achieve this, they need to stick to the 

“3 Es” rule:

Equity

Managers must continually provide
fair working conditions and a fair
environment to their employees. Be
careful however, equity does not
mean equality! It is not a question of
providing exactly the same thing to
everyone, but rather of constantly
adapting to everyone’s individual
needs, which can differ according to
job position, seniority, experiences,
personal values, expectations

Empathy
Managers need to put themselves in
other people’s shoes to understand
them better. For this, nothing beats
being a good listener! Listening to
your speaker from a neutral
standpoint allows you to distance
yourself from your own system of
knowledge, of values and beliefs, and
to shift your focus away from your
own point of view.

Exemplarity

Finally, a manager must be an
example to others! Managers need
to both represent the company’s
values and be model workers for
their employees. Their behavior
will serve as a basis for the working
practices that their team will
emulate. Thus, it is important that
managers be the first to respect the
rules that govern teams.

For an in-depth understanding of employee motivation, commitment, difference between the two, and
the various factors that influence it, with detailed practical advice on how to improve motivation and

commitment among your employees, download our latest eBook.

https://www.centraltest.com/blog/three-methods-measuring-employee-commitment



W I S H I N G  Y O U  H A P P Y  D I W A L I  

Creative
Minds!

T E A M  E F F O R T

This space carries our blogs on wellbeing 
our sketches and recent news



Life is funny roller coaster we jump and fall apart
Everyone learns their time paces
They say he could have won had he not stuck in and out.
World is a stage who applauds the best performer
Still don’t mind keep your tempo, Don’t give up.

You may succeed with another knock.
Often the goal seems a tiny finger reach
Frightening to dim the stumbling man.
Often the struggler gives up
When he might have seized the empire.
Little did he know it’s way too late when the night came down.
How close he was to the embrace his throne.

RESISTANCE …A SHEER SIGH!

Prepared by -  Roshni Nag 
Client Engagement Manager 

Would you give up? 
When things go amiss as they sometimes will,
obviously?
When the road you're tramping seems all tough ?
When the monies are pennies and the loans are
around the sky? 
And when you want to smile, 
but you simply have to sigh?
When care is pushing you down a bit?
Rest if you say, Don’t Quit..............

Success is many failures draining you out,
The silver pinch of doubtful cloud

Can never tell you how close you proceed,

It may be take you close or show the horizon. 
So, fasten your seat to hit the hardest flight.

It’s when storm comes your way to check 
Your resistance of sheer sigh!



Yes you heard it right "Mc Donald’s".

Quite an old movie but an Inspiring one. 
MCD is the America’s 2nd most fast
food chain of restaurants with 35k+ outlets.
Having a rating of 7.2 on IMDB the story of this
Start Up begins with an American sales representative Mr Ray Kroc who meets 
McDonald Entrepreneur a burger joint in San Bernardino California . 
 
Amazed by the quality and mechanism of one of the
finest burgers formula he propagates the brand seeking consent from Donald
Brother (Richard & Maurice). 

Movie spotlights on various franchise deals networking business meets best
accounting practices, lessons on investments. 

Climax of the movie showcase the devious business world and a
reprehensible character of Ray Kroc’s marching through the hunger for money
and expanding the product image 
 
The Founder movie depicts how handshake deal on
royalty to the brothers created an epilogue of $100 million. Mr Krocs prepares to
face the media as the prestigious Mc Donald Corporation legacy was built with
persistence not sheer talent or work ethics.

Watch this movie in your free time and get inspired....

THE FOUNDER
S t a r t u p  I n s p i r a t i o n  

Prepared By-  Mahathi K Chakrapani 
Article Assistant  





Failing a few times does not make you weak, foolish,

or inefficient, it is natural. 

 

You can't also change the past. What has happened

has happened, and it is up to you to spend your time

mourning and cry over it or decide to overlook it and

keep going. 

Wear your heart on your sleeve and charge forward.

You need to pick yourself up with more

determination to move ahead. 

Also do remember, you don't always have to do it

alone, it's completely alright to ask for support

“We are still young and immature,
don’t even worry about it

I can have a taste of failure and
frustration and bow my head

Moss surely grows on a stone that
does not roll

If you cannot return, go straight
through your mistakes and forget

them all

Never mind”

NEVERMIND
Humans are NEVER perfect. But still, we are prone to

dwell in fear to take up an opportunity. 

The questions that run in our head “What if? Why

me? How can I?” But how do you expect to thrive in

anything in your life if you don't fall a few times? If

you stay motionless, will you be able to gather the

courage to confront new things?

There is no loss in trying. Some experiences may be

triumphant, some will leave scars, and some will take

longer to heal than others, but in the end it all comes

down to YOU, if you learned something from it. 

Prepared by -  Sushma Mohandasan
Article Assistant  
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